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Email Link Isolation
Stop email-based attacks in their tracks before a
user clicks on a malicious link.

Getting users to click on a malicious link embedded in an email
is a tried-and-true tactic used by cybercriminals to gain access to
critical business systems. Yet, traditional security solutions fail to
identify, much less block, email-based attacks. The answer? Menlo
Security Email Link Isolation.

Detect and Respond Fails to Protect Users from
Malicious Email Links

Today’s Email Link
Security Landscape
• Threat actors use email to
deliver web links to users
that, when clicked, download
malicious content onto their
device.
• From there, cybercriminals
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the target user. Therefore, no third-party reputation data is available, nor is
there enough data to analyze internally to make an accurate determination.
If the determination is incorrect, the first targeted “patient-zero” individuals
are sent directly to a site where credentials can be stolen or malware can be
downloaded. A single error can facilitate a costly and damaging cyberattack.
Clearly, a new approach is needed.

Menlo Security Email Link Isolation
Rather than determining which links in an email are legitimate and which
are not, organizations should just assume that all web content is risky and
hosts potentially malicious content. The resulting zero-trust approach
eliminates the need to make an allow-or-block determination based on coarse
categorization. Instead, Menlo renders all web content—including email links
and attachments—in read-only mode, preventing any malicious content from
ever reaching users’ devices, where it can do real damage.

• Links can be spoofed or
contain similar branding
to that of a legitimate,
trusted site.
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With Menlo, web content is fetched and executed in the Menlo Security
Isolation Platform (MSIP) in the cloud instead of on users’ browsers. Menlo
efficiently delivers only safe and authorized content to end-user browsers,
with no impact on email or browsing experience. There are no new email
systems or browsers to learn or software to install.

Menlo Security—Email Link Isolation Key Features and Benefits
100% Protection from Malicious Email Links
Feature

Read-Only Mode

Visibility into User

Benefits
•

Safeguards against users entering critical user credentials into web
forms on isolated websites.

•

Alleviates the threat of credential theft.

•

Policy can be assigned by user, group, etc.

•

Allows administrators to determine which users are clicking on
potentially risky links, causing the most risk to the organization.

•

Provides configurable, real-time warning messages for users that offer
additional corporate phishing-awareness training.

Behavior
Teachable Moments

About Menlo Security

Menlo Security protects organizations from cyberattacks by seeking to eliminate the threat of
malware from the web, documents, and email. Our cloud-based Isolation Platform scales to provide
comprehensive protection across enterprises of any size, without requiring endpoint software or
impacting the end-user experience. Menlo Security is trusted by major global businesses, including
Fortune 500 companies and financial services institutions.
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